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A B S T R A C T   

Calcium carbonate (CaCO3) is one of the most widespread scaling minerals and has been a long-standing problem 
within many industrial sectors. Scaling of calcium carbonate on conductive surfaces can be prevented electro-
chemically by anodic polarization. Anodic polarization, however, cannot be applied directly to metal surfaces 
like e.g., steel that will suffer from corrosion when polarized anodically in an aqueous environment. Thus, in this 
paper it is proposed to apply a conductive coating to a metal surface to allow anodic polarization and inhibit 
surface scaling, without corrosion of the underlying metal surface taking place. To this end an epoxy/carbon 
nanofiber conductive coating was developed and deposited at steel surfaces. The coating showed good adhesion 
to the surface and the bulk and surface resistivities were in the order of 52.80 kΩcm and 31.87 kΩ/cm2, 
respectively. The anti-scaling performance of the coating without- and under anodic polarization was tested upon 
exposure to 1.5 wt% CaCl2 solution being in contact with CO2. The coating has been tested at several different 
potentials to find optimal conditions for scale inhibition. Potentials above +3 VOCP caused a degradation of the 
coating due to oxygen evolution at the anode, as well as evolution of chlorine gas. At +1.5 and + 2 VOCP the 
coating remained intact and the precipitation of CaCO3 was limited. On the other hand, cathodic polarization of 
the coating surface enhanced scaling and no coating degradation was observed at cathodic polarization even at 
potentials as high as − 5 VOCP. The coating has thus proven a good solution to control surface scale deposition. 
Both anodic scale inhibition and cathodic scale acceleration have been achieved at the coating surfaces.   

1. Introduction 

Calcium carbonate (CaCO3) is one of the most common scaling 
minerals, and can cause economic and technical problems within many 
industrial sectors [1]. Undesirable scale formation can clog pipelines or 
wells in the oil and gas industry, limit the power produced in cooling 
towers in nuclear power plants and is a major obstacle in geothermal 
energy facilities [1–3]. Precipitation of CaCO3 scales in water systems 
can promote pathogenic microbial proliferation (e.g., Legionella) [4], 
which can lead to diseases. Scaling of filtration membranes by CaCO3 is 
also a frequent challenge in wastewater reclamation and desalination 
facilities [5,6]. 

There are many factors that affect the formation of CaCO3 scales, 
including pH, temperature and oversaturation level [7]. The solubility of 
CaCO3 is dependent on the pH and the precipitation of CaCO3 increase 
with increasing pH [7]. Precipitation of CaCO3 occurs spontaneously at 
alkaline conditions, while an acidic environment prevents precipitation 

and supports dissolution [8]. The effect of temperature on CaCO3 pre-
cipitation is not as significant as the effect of pH, but increasing tem-
perature leads to an increase of the precipitation rate [7]. The 
precipitation rate of CaCO3 also increases with increased concentration 
of calcium in the solution [7,9]. 

The most common scale inhibition strategies include chemical, 
physical and biological treatment methods [7]. One of the most 
commonly used scaling control method is chemical inhibition, where a 
chemical that retards precipitation of CaCO3 is added to potentially 
scaling waters (e.g., Polyacrylate, Phosphonic acids, PBTCA). Chemical 
inhibition is popular in oil and gas industry, but such inhibitors may not 
be acceptable in water supply infrastructure. Therefore, alternative in-
hibition methods have been developed to reduce or fully prevent scale 
formation. Ultrasonic cleaning is an established technology for removal 
of biological fouling and can be used as a scale inhibition method by 
acoustic cavitation-generated erosion of scale deposits [10]. Electro-
magnetic water treatment is an alternative solution for scale control, but 
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the literature data describing efficiency of this method are not consistent 
[11–13] and the electromagnetic scale inhibition mechanisms are not 
entirely understood [14,15]. Surface modification methods and coatings 
are a mitigation method where the molecular interactions between the 
surface and deposits are modified to inhibit adhesion of scales [16,17]. 
Surface treatment methods aim on enhancing the scale removal during 
hydrodynamic or mechanical cleaning. An ecological and efficient 
method to inhibit scale formation is electrochemically enhanced depo-
sition [4] that relies on decreasing the content of scaling ions in the 
solution by precipitating them on an electrode (cathode) surface. The 
precipitation is facilitated due to local increase of pH at the cathode due 
to reduction of hydrogen and generation of hydroxide ions [18]. In 
contrast to the cathode, the local pH at anode is acidic due to the 
oxidation reactions leading to the formation of hydrogen ions [4,9,19]. 

Since the solubility of CaCO3 increases with decreasing pH, anodic 
polarization of a surface can be utilized to decrease the local pH and thus 
prevent calcium carbonate scaling. It has been previously shown that 
cathodic polarization accelerates the deposition of CaCO3 on a graphite 
surfaces, while an anodic polarization inhibited the deposition [9]. The 
anodic polarization as a method to prevent scaling is however limited to 
materials that will not undergo corrosion when anodically polarized. 
Steel is one of the most widely used materials in the world due to its high 
durability, strength, low cost and thermal conductivity [20]. However, 
when polarized anodically the corrosion rate increases. Replacing steel 
with a noncorrosive material to take advantage of anodic polarization 
against scaling is often not a viable approach due to the specific re-
quirements on mechanical properties of construction elements. What 
could be a possible approach is to use a noncorrosive conductive coating 
as a barrier between the steel surface and a solution containing scaling 
minerals. This would allow for anodic polarization, and hence inhibition 
of deposition of pH sensitive scales, without sacrificing the steel. 

The method of modifying non-conductive polymer matrix by incor-
porating conductive nanofillers has attracted a lot of attention in the 
past few years and carbon nanomaterials are of particular interest as 
conductive fillers. Especially, carbon nanofibers (CNF) represent, with a 
relatively mature manufacturing process, a cost-effective and commer-
cially available solution with good electrical, thermal, and mechanical 
properties. Cardoso et al. prepared a CNF in epoxy composite by a simple 
dispersion method and reported conductivity values up to 10− 2 mS/cm 
for 3 wt% CNF [21]. A few other authors reported CNF dispersion 
methods (e.g., ultrasonication and mechanical mixing) in epoxy resins 
and their relation to microstructure and electrical properties [22–29]. 

The main objective in this work was to investigate the utility of a 
nanocomposite material made of epoxy resin and carbon nanofibers as a 
conductive coating aiming on preventing CaCO3 scaling upon anodic 
polarization. CNF composite with polyamide used as a reversed osmosis 
membrane has previously been shown to retard calcium carbonate and 
calcium sulphate scaling upon application of anodic polarization [30]. It 
has thus been hypothesized that conductive, CNF/polymer coating when 
deposited on steel surface can (i) prevent the steel surface from corro-
sion upon anodic polarization conditions and (ii) prevent surface from 
scale deposition at the same polarization conditions. To test this hy-
pothesis, it was deposited epoxy/CNF coating on a stainless-steel surface 
and then tested for anti-scaling performance under different anodic 
polarization conditions (polarization potentials). 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Preparation of epoxy/CNF coatings 

The as-received carbon nanofibers (CNFs, Pyrograf® III, Applied 
Sciences Inc.) were first mixed with the epoxy resin (Araldite® model 
2020 from Hunstman, part A) with a wooden spatula until all powder 
was incorporated. The hardener (part B) was then added to the mixture 
to obtain a resin/hardener ratio of 10:3 (w/w). The CNF content in the 
resulting material was 3 wt%. To further disperse the CNFs in the epoxy, 

the blend was mixed using a planetary mixer (Thinky ARE-310) for 5 
min at 2000 rpm and defoamed for 40 s at 1500 rpm. Stainless-steel 
disks (Ø40 mm SS316, previously cleaned with acetone and ethanol) 
were coated with the epoxy/CNF mixture using a simple paint brush. All 
samples were cured at room temperature overnight and then heat 
treated at 80 ◦C for 1 h. 

2.2. Water contact angle measurements 

The water contact angle on coated and uncoated surfaces was 
measured using a OSSILA goniometer (10 μL drop using distilled water 
for each measurement). The contact angle was measured on a bare 
SS316 sample, an epoxy/CNF coated sample and an epoxy coated 
reference sample without CNF. The average contact angle was calcu-
lated based on the five measurements for each sample. 

2.3. Electrical resistance measurements 

A cylindrical epoxy/CNF sample with thickness and diameter of 11.3 
and 24.6 mm, respectively, was used to measure the volume resistivity. 
The surface resistivity was measured for an epoxy/CNF coated SS316 
sample. The electrical resistance was measured using a Fluke 123 Sco-
peMeter (20 MHz). The electrical contacts were made using Epo-Tek® 
H21D (Epoxy Technology) epoxy/silver composite dedicated for elec-
tronic applications. The resistance measured for the hardened epoxy/ 
silver was in the order of 1–3 Ω. 

2.4. Experimental setup for testing anti scaling properties of epoxy/CNF 
coatings 

A three-electrode system and a Gamry Reference 600 potentiostat 
was used for all the electrochemical tests presented in this paper. The 
working electrode (WE) was a coated SS316 disk placed inside a setup 
(electrochemical short-pipe) where only one side of the sample was 
exposed to the electrolyte, see Fig. 1. 

A graphite rod was used as counter electrode (CE) (also visible in 
Fig. 1), while an Ag/AgCl reference electrode (RE) was connected to the 
system via a salt bridge. Cathodic and anodic potentials were applied to 
different samples in order to increase and reduce precipitation of CaCO3, 
respectively. All potentials were set vs. OCP (Open Circuit Potential), 
while the measured potentials are given vs. Ag/AgCl. The electrolyte 
(1800 mL), or scaling solution, contained 1.5 wt% CaCl2 (Merck KGaA) 
and had a pH of 12, adjusted by adding sodium hydroxide (NaOH, Merck 
KGaA) right before start-up of the experiment. Scaling was induced by 
introducing gaseous CO2 to the solution at a gas rate of 5.6 mL/min. The 
potential between WE and CE was applied simultaneously as CO2 was 
introduced to the system. Linear Sweep Voltammetry (LSV) experiments 
were conducted by sweeping the potential linearly between +0.8 and +
4 VOCP at a scan rate of 1 mV/s while measuring the current at the WE. 

Potentiostatic experiments with coated steel as an anode were con-
ducted at +1.5, +2, +3 and + 5 VOCP, and then as a cathode at − 2, − 3 
and − 5 VOCP. A coated steel disk was also exposed to the scaling solution 
without any applied potential to act as a reference sample. All of these 
experiments were performed in a fume hood at room temperature 
(23 ◦C ± 2 ◦C) and atmospheric pressure with a duration of 45 min. After 
the experiments, the samples were immersed in deionized water for 2 s 
to remove the excess of ions. This was done to prevent crystallization of 
the remaining salts during the following drying process. To investigate 
how the coating endured longer polarization periods, additional ex-
periments were carried out where samples were exposed to +5 VOCP and 
+ 1.5 VOCP for 6 h. 

2.5. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) imaging of the sample surface 
before and after exposure to the scaling solution was performed using a 
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Hitachi S-3400 N operated at 15 kV. The images were acquired in back- 
scattered electron mode. 

2.6. X-ray micro-computed tomography (μ-CT) 

In order to validate homogeneity of the resulting epoxy/CNF com-
posite material, X-ray micro-computed tomography (μ-CT) was per-
formed using an industrial CT scanner (XT H 225 ST). The operational 
voltage and current were 165 kV and 60 μA, respectively. The raw CT 
data was later reconstructed into cross sectional slices. 

3. Results and discussions 

3.1. Morphology 

The thickness of the epoxy/CNF coating deposited on stainless steel 

disks ranged between 0.8 and 1 mm. The coating was relatively homo-
geneous as indicated by the X-ray tomography image shown in Fig. 2. 
The presence of relatively well spread dark spots with sizes smaller than 
0.25 mm suggests that the inhomogeneities are constituted of lower 
density material (compared to the density of the epoxy resin matrix) that 
could be either CNF aggregates, air bubbles, or both. However, the 
larger spots are associated with air bubbles. 

3.2. Resistivity 

The epoxy/CNF material bulk resistivity was estimated to be 52.80 
kΩcm and surface resistivity was 31.87 kΩ/cm2. The obtained resistivity 
values are higher than those reported elsewhere [31] for similar content 
of CNFs but both epoxy resin as well as mixing procedure and also 
carbon nanofiber type were different in the work reported herein 
compared to results reported by Czyzewski et al. [31]. 

Fig. 1. Photography of the working electrode (containing a SS316 disk coated with epoxy/CNF) (a) and sketch of the working electrode setup: (b) top view of the 
sample holder, (c) cross-section of the working electrode design with cover used to control the exposed area of the sample and (d) sketch showing side view of the 
working electrode with steel/coating sample placed in the holder being a part of the whole exposure setup including working electrode, counter electrode and 
potentiostat. Not included is the Ag/AgCl reference electrode. 

Fig. 2. X-ray tomography cross-section through the epoxy/CNF coating material (left) and an enlarged area from the scan (right).  
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3.3. Wettability 

The water contact angle of pure epoxy was measured to be around 
61◦, while the contact angle measured on epoxy/CNF coating was 72◦. 
Carbon nanomaterials are hydrophobic and as such they are expected to 
contribute to the decreased water wetting capability (increased water 
contact angle) [32]; nevertheless, the surface wetting of epoxy/CNF is 
still high and the surface is considered hydrophilic since the contact 
angle is less than 90◦ [33]. The contact angle of a bare SS316 sample was 
83◦. 

3.4. Electrochemical surface activity upon polarization 

Fig. 3 displays the results from the linear sweep voltammetry ex-
periments where the voltage was swept from +0.8 to +4 VOCP. The area 
of the curve where the current density was lowest, is where the reaction 
on the electrode surface changes from cathodic to anodic (open circuit 
potential). In order to obtain comparable results both samples were left 
for approximately 5 min in the electrolyte before polarization to avoid 
any unwanted reactions prior to polarization. Stabilization of OCP on 
bare stainless steel can take a long time [34], and this was most likely the 
reason why the cathodic part of the curve is missing. However, corrosion 
potential (Ecorr) can be found from the anodic curve in Fig. 3. For the 
bare steel sample, Ecorr is approximately +0.6 VAg/AgCl while the coated 
surface shows open circuit potential of approximately +1.7 VAg/AgCl. As 
the coating is non-metallic, and no traces of corrosion were found on the 
metal substrate, it is likely that the currents produced on the coated 
sample surface were due to other electrochemical reactions than 
corrosion. The increase in current density could be associated with 
electrolytic processes taking place on the surface of carbon nanofibers 
and/or be associated with coating degradation. Water splitting is one 
reaction which can take place on a polarized surface. One part of water 
splitting is the production of oxygen gas (OER) at the anode. This re-
action is known to be kinetically limited, particularly in alkaline solu-
tions [35]. The oxygen evolution potential depends on both electrode 
surface and electrolyte, where some surfaces are more catalytic towards 
oxygen evolution than others. Favaro et al. [36] investigated the oxygen 

evolution reaction on platinum surfaces in pH 12 KOH solutions, and 
their cyclic voltammetry test showed the OER to take place at 0.9 VAg/ 

AgCl. Due to the presence of CaCl2 in our electrolyte solution, chloride 
ions migrate towards the anode and are oxidized to chlorine gas through 
the following reaction. 

2Cl− →Cl2 + 2e− (1) 

The evolution of chlorine gas is known to attack graphite composites 
when polarized [37]. It is thus likely that the current increase seen in 
Fig. 3 is due to both OER and production of chlorine gas. 

After the linear sweep voltammetry experiments (up to +4 VOCP), no 
CaCO3 precipitation was seen on the epoxy/CNF coated sample surface. 
The anti-scaling performance of the coating under polarization was 
tested in more detail through potentiostatic polarization as described in 
Section 3.5. 

3.5. Performance of the coating in scale inhibition and acceleration 

Fig. 4 shows SEM images which compare the surfaces of epoxy/CNF 
coating after polarization at +1.5, +2 V and − 2 VOCP for 45 min in the 
scaling solution. At the end of the experiment the surface of the refer-
ence sample was covered with white precipitate. The amount of pre-
cipitate was significantly higher when the surface was cathodically 
polarized. On the other hand, anodic polarization led to significantly 
reduced scaling even at polarization potentials as low as +1.5 VOCP. The 
increase of the anodic polarization potential to +2 VOCP resulted in 
further reduction of the amount of the precipitate present at the surface. 

The scaling potential of the 1.5 wt% CaCl2 solution in contact with 
CO2 is high, thus precipitation of the calcium carbonate minerals is 
expected both in the solution bulk but also on the surfaces exposed to 
this solution [9]. Due to high initial pH (value of 12), the carbonic acid 
formed in the CO2 saturated solution dissociates almost completely to 
form hydrogen and carbonate ions. The carbonate ions react with cal-
cium ions and form calcium carbonate precipitate, which leads to a scale 
build-up. Due to the injection of CO2, the pH of the electrolyte will 
decrease with time. In similar experiments, Edvardsen et al. [9], the pH 
close to the anode decreased faster than the pH measured in the bulk 
solution and close to the cathode. This was due to the electrochemical 
processes at the electrodes. 

Calcium carbonate precipitation is pH sensitive [7]. It undergoes at 
high pH while calcium carbonate dissolution is promoted at low pH 
values. It has been previously shown that polarization of conductive 
surfaces may lead to local pH changes close to electrodes [4,19]. This is 
the case especially when the polarization potential is above water 
splitting potential. It is expected that the local pH close to anode is acidic 
while close to cathode alkaline due to the following reactions taking 
place on cathode and anode, respectively. 

2H2O+ 2e− →H2 + 2OH− (2)  

2H2O→O2 + 4H+ + 4e− (3) 

The increased pH value of the solution near the cathode surface 
promotes the formation and adhesion of calcium carbonate crystals on 
cathode surface, while the acidic solution near the anode inhibits pre-
cipitation at the anode surface [19]. Similar reactions on conductive 
surfaces described previously in literature are expected to occur also on 
the surface of polarized epoxy/CNF composites or more specifically on 
the surface of carbon fibres in contact with electrolyte. Thus, the above- 
described mechanisms explain how polarization of epoxy/CNF coating 
can be utilized to control carbonate scale deposition on epoxy/CNF 
coated steel surfaces. The coating accelerates calcium carbonate depo-
sition upon cathodic polarization while it inhibits surface deposition of 
carbonate scale at anodic polarization and protects the underlying metal 
surface from corrosion. Fig. 5 depicts high magnification SEM images of 
different precipitation states (anode and cathode) obtained on the 
epoxy/CNF surfaces of two different samples. Although precipitates are 

Fig. 3. Plot of potential against log i (i = current density = current/surface 
area) during a sweep from 0.8–4 VOCP at a sweep rate of 1 mV/s. The potential 
of the working electrode is versus the Ag/AgCl reference electrode and is 
controlled by the linear sweep voltammetry software of the potentiostat. The 
blue data points refer to epoxy/CNF coated SS316 as working electrode, and the 
orange data point to the non-coated SS316. 
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visible on both electrode surfaces, there are substantial differences in the 
amount and shape of precipitate. Anodic polarization caused the cal-
cium carbonate crystals to aggregate into oval shapes of size 3–6 μm. For 
the sample polarized cathodically, larger amount of spherical shaped 
aggregations of CaCO3 crystals with a diameter of 6–10 μm was the 
dominant morphology. A close-up of the crystals (Fig. 5d) showed that 

the spheres appeared to be spherical aggregates consisting of smaller 
rhombohedral units, which is known as spherulites [38]. 

3.6. Limitations: degradation at higher polarization potentials 

While anodic polarization at +1.5 and + 2 VOCP did not cause any 

Fig. 4. SEM images presenting topography of (a) a reference sample (SS316 coated with epoxy/CNF without any polarization), and sample surfaces subjected to a 
potential of +1.5, +2 and − 2 VOCP in the scaling solution for 45 min (b, c, d, respectively). The enlarged images (bar scale 100 μm) depict the largest features found 
in the 1 mm images and are thus not representative for the whole surface. 
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degradation of the epoxy/CNF coating within the experiment timescale 
(45 min), the anodic polarization at +3 VOPC and higher potentials 
resulted in the formation of blisters on the coating surfaces. The blisters 
were larger on the surface polarized at +5 VOCP than on +3 VOCP as 
shown by scanning electron microscopy imaging of the polarized sur-
faces presented in Fig. 6. This could have been caused by either elec-
trochemical degradation of the coating or reactions due to the pH 
change induced by the high potential. As the epoxy resins are resistant to 
degradation within high pH ranges [39], it is likely that the degradation 
processes are associated with electrochemical reaction products, further 
reacting with either organic epoxy or CNF within the resin composite. It 
has been previously shown in the literature that epoxy/carbon com-
posites can be susceptible to degradation under both cathodic and 
anodic polarization (e.g., Ofoegbu et al. [39]). The composite degra-
dation is not due to electrochemical dissolution, like in the case of 
metals, but rather due to secondary chemical reactions involving elec-
trochemically evolved species [39,40]. In the case of anodic polariza-
tion, adsorbed atomic oxygen, being an intermediate in the oxygen 
evolution reaction, have been linked to degradation [39]. According to 
Stafford et al. [37], the anodic degradation of epoxy/carbon composites 
is due to a combination of three effects: (i) chemical and electrochemical 
graphite oxidation; (ii) formation of cavitation due to the evolution of 
chlorine and oxygen gas, see reaction (1) and (3); (iii) as well as due to 
oxidation by active chlorine in acidic chloride solutions. It is thus most 
likely that the blisters observed on the epoxy/CNF surface polarized at 
+3 and + 5 VOCP (see Fig. 6) are due to cavitation associated with 
chlorine and oxygen gas evolution. The detailed mechanism of polymer 
chain chemical degradation in the presence of chlorine and oxygen 
aqueous solutions has been described by Agrawal et al. [41]. Increasing 
the polarization potential leads to an increase in chlorine gas production 
and gas evolution at the anode, which results in more severe degradation 
of the epoxy/CNF coating. 

Cathodic polarization at high polarization potentials (− 3 and − 5 
VOCP) did not result in any visible surface degradation. According to 
Taylor et al. [42], cathodic polarization may lead to surface degradation, 
however the alkaline conditions hinder degradation [42]. On the other 
hand, the cathode epoxy/CNF surface was covered with a precipitate 

(most likely calcium carbonate). Cathodic polarization significantly 
enhanced scale precipitation at the surface (see Fig. 4, reference sample) 
due to pH rise mechanisms described above in reaction (2). The amount 
of the precipitate was greater for the sample polarized at − 5 VOCP than 
for the electrode polarized at − 3 VOCP. Also, the morphology of the 
crystallites deposited on the coating surface was different for the two 
polarization potentials. Larger crystals were observed for the polariza-
tion potential of − 5 VOCP compared to − 3 VOCP. This is in line with 
findings reported for the calcium carbonate deposition on the graphite 
surfaces reported elsewhere [9]. The deposited layers on the cathode 
surfaces were not uniform in contrast to the deposit on the reference 
sample (see Fig. 4). Within the precipitated layer there are visible cir-
cular shapes. The shapes are most likely imprints made by the forming 
and growing on the surface gas bubbles that protected the spot under-
neath from carbonate mineral deposition. 

Fig. 7 presents photos of the steel sample coated with epoxy/CNF 
before and after polarization at +5 VOCP for 45 min as well as a photo of 
the steel surface after the coating has been removed. The coating surface 
before the polarization is smooth, homogeneous, and glossy. After po-
larization, the roughness of the surface increases and the surface loses 
the glossy appearance. Simultaneously, no precipitate is observed on the 
polarized surface. The metal surface underneath the coating is intact and 
no evidence of corrosion is present. Fig. 7 also depicts a bare stainless- 
steel sample before and after anodic polarization. With no protective 
coating, the bare steel sample is subjected to severe corrosion. The 
macroscopic inspection indicates that: (i) anodic polarization of epoxy/ 
CNF coatings offers protection against scaling; (ii) the coating protects 
the metal surface from corrosion, but (iii) the coating is susceptible to 
degradation at anodic polarization at high polarization potentials. 

Fig. 8 depicts the current responses obtained for samples polarized 
both anodically and cathodically at various potentials for 45 min. At the 
anode, the surface current density increased in time from the moment 
the polarization is initiated and stabilized after around 10 min. The 
current on the anode increased with potential. At the cathode, the first 
increase in current density was observed within the first 3 min which 
was followed by a decrease. It is likely that the decrease at the cathode is 
associated with scale build-up on the surface and the reduction of 

Fig. 5. SEM images presenting topography at high magnification of sample surfaces subjected to a potential of − 2 VOCP (a, b) and + 2 VOCP (c, d). All samples were 
exposed to the scaling solution for 45 min. The surface areas investigated was selected in order to compare differences between precipitates at the anode and cathode. 
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effective conductive surface area due to precipitation of nonconductive 
mineral. As neither of the samples showed signs of substrate corrosion 
after anodic polarization, it is unlikely that the currents came from 
corrosion of underlying metal surface. At potentials above the water 
splitting potential (1.23 V [43], but also depending on overpotentials 
and how catalytic the coating is towards this reaction), oxygen evolution 

is to be expected. In addition, other electrochemical reactions, such as 
degradation of the coating and chlorine gas production could have 
contributed to the currents seen in Fig. 8. 

Fig. 6. SEM images presenting topography of sample surfaces subjected to a potential of +3, − 3, +5 and − 5 VOCP (a, b, c, d, respectively). All samples were exposed 
to the scaling solution for 45 min. The enlarged images (100 μm) depict the largest features found in the 1 mm image and are thus not representative for the 
whole surface. 
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3.7. Long term exposure at low and high polarization potentials 

In order to test whether the coatings withstand longer polarization at 
low potentials the samples were polarized for 6 h in similar scaling so-
lution as for the short-term exposure (45 min). Fig. 9 compares SEM 
images of the initial (nonpolarized) coating surface with surfaces 
polarized at +1.5 and + 5 VOCP for 6 h. 

The initial sample had a smooth and homogenous surface except for 
a few particles present (being most likely contamination from air, e.g., 
dust particles). The sample polarized at +1.5 VOCP had more precipitate 
than the sample polarized with the same potential in shorter time (45 
min in Fig. 4). No clear evidence of degradation upon polarization at 
+1.5 VOPC after 6 h was found. Fig. 9c shows a strongly damaged surface 
for the sample polarized at +5 VOCP for 6 h. After the sample was 

Fig. 7. Photography of SS316 samples coated with epoxy/CNF before (a) and after (b) anodic polarization at +5 VOCP for 45 min, (c) the intact surface of stainless 
steel after the epoxy/CNF coating had been removed, and a stainless-steel sample without coating before (d) and after (e) anodic polarization at +5 VOCP for 45 min. 

Fig. 8. Plot of log i (current/surface area) against time for SS316 samples coated with epoxy/CNF and immersed in scaling solution for 45 min. An enlarged section 
of the plot is shown at the bottom right, showing data from the first five minutes of the experiments. 
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removed from the solution, large fragments of the coating fell off. The 
scaling solution was also discoloured, indicating severe corrosion not 
only of the coating but also the underlying steel, suggesting that 
applying anodic polarization potential of +5 VOCP was destructive for 
the coating and the underlying steel substrate in contrast to +1.5 VOCP. 

4. Conclusion 

In this paper it is demonstrated, for the first time, that polarization of 
steel coated with epoxy/CNF composite material can be utilized to 
either prevent surface from scaling or enhance scaling of pH sensitive 
scaling minerals. Deposition of CaCO3 on the epoxy/CNF surface was 
inhibited by anodic polarization while cathodic polarization accelerated 
the deposition of calcium carbonate on the coating surface. The scale 
acceleration and inhibition processes were driven by local changes in pH 
near the electrode surfaces. Polarization potential influenced the deposit 
of CaCO3 on the cathode significantly. Anodic scale protection was 
found to be more pronounced at higher polarization potentials, however 
application of very high anodic polarization potential can be limited due 
to degradation of epoxy/CNF coating. Degradation of the epoxy/CNF 
coating increased with increasing positive potential. The degradation 

was most likely caused by atomic oxygen and chlorine gas evolution at 
the anode surface that could have contributed to the damages of carbon 
fibre and epoxy matrix. At lower anodic polarization potentials i.e., +1.5 
and + 2 VOCP, the epoxy/CNF surfaces were free from any traces of 
degradation and the scale deposition was significantly limited, which 
proves the anodic scale protection concept using conductive epoxy/CNF 
coatings feasible at relatively low polarization potentials. Nevertheless, 
long term exposure tests (longer than 6 h studied in this paper) have to 
be performed to reveal the lifetime of the coating under polarization. 

There are several suggestions for further work this paper opens for: 
(i) There is a need to develop coatings that can tackle higher anodic 
polarization potentials without degrading or defining the conditions at 
which degradation is limited while surface scaling is prevented. (ii) 
More in depth understanding of pH development near steel surface with 
and without coatings has to be gained. 
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